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ChemX Materials Ltd expects to begin 
construction of its high purity alumina 

(HPA) pilot plant in the coming months af-
ter completing an oversubscribed $8 million 
IPO and becoming one of the year’s first 
new listings.

While the company brings to market a 
suite of manganese and kaolin-halloysite 
projects on South Australia’s Eyre Penin-
sula, ChemX’s flagship asset is the HiPurA 
processing technology developed by Dr 
Nicholas Welham.

HiPurA offers a unique processing option 
for HPA production for the lithium-ion bat-
tery and synthetic sapphire markets. The 
in-house technology has been proven to 
produce a 99.99% pure Al2O3 product at 
bench scale, with optimisation studies con-
ducted over the last three months providing 
the basis for the design of the flow sheet.

It is also expected to have lower capital 
and operating costs than incumbent HPA 
operators.

Primero has started design work on the 
modular HPA pilot facility. Construction 
works are tentatively pencilled in for early 

Q2 once the 1-2kg/day micro-plant is op-
erational. 

ChemX hopes to start commissioning 
within 12-18 months of the pilot plant build 
getting under way.

The first drill holes into the company’s 
Kimba kaolin-halloysite and Jamison Tank 
manganese projects are expected this 
month.

Speaking to Paydirt on the sidelines of its 
ASX listing ceremony, ChemX chair Kristie 
Young said the complementary business 
strategies had struck a chord with investors 
looking for a different type of exposure to 
the growing battery minerals thematic.

“I think the good thing about ChemX is 
we’ve got a number of different parts to the 
business,” she said.

“There’s some companies that are just 
built on kaolin alone, there are some that 
are just built on HPA alone and some just 
built on manganese alone; we’ve got a 
blend of all three.”

ChemX’s register includes fellow ad-
vanced materials technology companies 
Archer Materials Ltd (previous owner of 

the Kimba and Jamison Tank projects) and 
Neometals Ltd. Former Tianqi Lithium Aus-
tralia boss Phil Thick is also as a large top 
20 shareholder.

Young said the company’s story reso-
nated more strongly with investors and bro-
kers out of Europe and the US than their 
counterparts in Australia, suggesting more 
work was required to educate the local mar-
ket about the anticipated growth in the HPA 
industry.

“I don’t think the brokers over here are 
quite as advanced in their thinking around 
these types of projects, it’s not your simple 
gold or nickel play, it’s got a couple of differ-
ent elements to it,” she said.

“The investors and brokers overseas are 
much more across it, much more interested 
and ahead of the game. Some of the bro-
kers here have now expanded their teams 
to cover HPA which is great. I think these 
commodities will see more and more un-
derstanding as to how important they are.”

One of the other main benefits of the 
HiPurA technology is the process’s scala-
bility, allowing HPA production to grow with 
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While most companies are choosing the IPO route as their pre-
ferred path to market, others have found success via a back-

door listing.
Diamond explorer Odessa Minerals Ltd debuted on the ASX last 

month after completing a reverse takeover of AI/IT software devel-
opment company Fargo Enterprises. Reinstatement to the bourse 
followed an oversubscribed $6 million capital raising and a one-in-
five consolidation of existing shares.

Odessa becomes just the fourth primary diamond company listed 
in Australia alongside Burgundy Diamond Mines Ltd, Lucapa Dia-
mond Company Ltd and Newfield Resources Ltd.

Speaking to Paydirt following the successful relisting, Odessa 
chief executive Alistair Stephens said clear gaps were emerging in 
the niche diamond market post the closure of the famed Argyle mine 
in late 2020.

“There’s no doubt that diamonds is a tough sector to be in, but 
if you can find gem-quality diamonds economically, there’s a huge 
degree of opportunity now within the diamond market,” he said.

“Argyle has taken 8 million carats out the market, so it’s in under 
supply. But importantly, the fact that Argyle broke the De Beers’ car-
tel meant it broke a lot of paradigms, at one stage the only diamond 
you could get was a white diamond. Now you can get them in cham-
pagnes, cognacs, pinks, fancy yellows and all kinds of blues, which 
are the rarest and most expensive. 

“In some respects, De Beers got the market wrong and underval-
ued the colours, whereas the market actually values colours more 
than whites at the moment. So, there’s a whole new range of market-
ing opportunities within the diamond market, both in supply as well 
as quality.”

Odessa has either been granted or applied for 15 exploration li-
cences comprising the Aries, Ellendale, Calwynyardah and Noon-
kanbah projects across a 2,400sq km tenement package in WA’s 

Kimberley region.
Aries, about 300km west of Derby, is the most advanced oppor-

tunity in the portfolio with gem-quality diamonds first identified at the 
project in 1986. A programme of works is expected to be submitted 
and approved early in the June quarter for maiden exploration to 
begin following the wet season.

Stephens said the company was looking to develop spatial models 
for both the alluvial targets at Aries as well as the known diamond-
bearing pipes ahead of its first geophysics and drilling programmes.

“There’s a lot of data around Aries, which is non-digital, which 
we’re collating at the moment into a digital database to do some spa-
tial modelling of where we think the distribution of the mineralisation 
is,” he said. 

“In terms of diamond-bearing material, it’s quite low grade at 
the surface but increases in grade significantly at depths, so we’re 
looking now at how we model that and targeting some drilling pro-
grammes to identify what we think has been missed.

“Ultimately, the real No.1 target for this year is to have a handful 
of diamonds to show our shareholders that we’ve actually identified 
diamonds that are commercially viable.”
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market and customer demand.
ChemX managing director David Leavy 

said most forecasts suggested HPA de-
mand would grow in line with that for EVs.

“I think we’re only at the start of the elec-
trification process and so the demand for 
HPA will really be driven by the growth in 
electric vehicles,” he said.

“The forecast growth is exponential for 
EVs over the next five or six years so we’re 

getting into a serious growth period now. 
Our main project should be coming into 
production in the next two years at about 
the right time for that demand to really kick 
in.” 

Leavy does not expect his company’s 
work programmes to be majorly disrupted 
by the COVID-19 outbreak on Australia’s 
east coast and the eventual reopening of 
the borders to Western Australia.

ChemX’s geology team is based out of 
SA and lives close to both projects, about 
115km west of Whyalla. The company’s 
HPA headquarters is in Perth where the pi-
lot plant will be constructed.

“We’re not expecting too many challeng-
es from an exploration and development 
perspective,” Leavy said. “From a market-
ing perspective, we’ll have to play that one 
by ear because we are a market-driven 
commodity and so you’ve got to be out 
there meeting customers. That’s just going 
to become part of life.”

The ChemX team are hoping the compa-
ny can continue the strong run enjoyed by 
new battery minerals IPOs during the back 
half of last year.

Young said while the company had in-
tended to complete its listing before the end 
of 2021, the “universe had done its thing”.

“We’ve had a few hiccups here and there, 
but I think things happens for a reason,” she 
said. “The IPO was oversubscribed, we did 
well in the seed round and we’ve raised a 
reasonable amount of money with people 
who we believe are going to stick with us for 
a while to come.”

    – Michael Washbourne

Due to COVID-19 restrictions across Australia last month, ChemX’s debut on the ASX took place 
virtually, without the trademark bell-ringing ceremony. The Perth-based team of David Leavy 

(managing director), Dr Nicholas Welham (research and scientific advisor), Kristie Young (non-
executive chair) and Warrick Hazeldine (non-executive director) wait for the company’s shares to 

start trading


